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Our thanks to Tony Clay who has agreed to be the Association's webmaster and our sincere
thanks also to David Jones who has been looking after our website since John Crow's death.
Tony will be updating the site, including writing it onto new software, to ensure that it can be
fully supported in the future.

This VANS RV8 is privately owned and carries a splendid colour scheme! Trevor Carpenter took this
photograph at Popham on Sunday 9th August where it was a participant in the Royal Aero Club Air Race being
held there that day.
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Farewells
Chris Mullan

74 Squadron at Leuchars just before leaving Leuchars for Tengah. Chris is kneeling fourth from the
right. From the squadron scrap books with thanks to Dave Roome.
We sadly have to record that Chris Mullan died on 12th March. He served with the squadron from 1966 -1968.
At his funeral Air Chief Marshal Sir John Allison spoke movingly of Chris and his eulogy is presented here in
our tribute to a fine Tiger and Association member.

"As soon as he was old enough," said Sir John, "Chris joined the RAF as an apprentice and went on to be one of a
small band of ex-apprentices who had done so well that the RAF selected them for officer and flying training at
Cranwell. It is fair to say that Chris was one of the stand out characters in our entry. This was by virtue of his bold
and strong personality and fearlessly outspoken and sometimes outrageous views. He was therefore entertaining
company and was also popular because he was a sociable and friendly soul.
Chris had leadership qualities, a very good intellect and lots of flying aptitude, all of which ensured him an untroubled
passage through Cranwell. He was one of the 41 young men who graduated in July 1964 out of the 60 who had
started the course 3 years earlier.
After Cranwell, Chris was in the half of the pilots who were selected for the fast jet stream. Again he had no
problems (he never did where flying ability was concerned) and graduated high enough from advanced flying training
to be selected for the Lightning. This group went first to a pre-Lightning course on the Hunter at Chivenor which is
where I got to know Chris better. Then we went to the Lightning OCU and met the aircraft that was to touch all
our lives in varying degrees. For Chris, who flew the aircraft for far longer than any of the rest of us, I think it was
one of the defining influences in his life, so it is important to understand the Lightning to have a full understanding of
Chris.
The Lightning was a gloriously overpowered, single seat, supersonic interceptor. It climbed like a rocket and it went
like the proverbial bat out of hell. What we all remember is that amazing climb, like lying on your back in a high
speed lift, travelling at just short of the speed of sound, while the machine just kept pushing all the way to the
tropopause. Despite all that performance it was easy enough to fly, but to operate it demanded the power of lucid
thought under pressure and the ability to cope with the loneliness of that tight little cockpit on a dark night far out
over the North Sea in winter. The Lightning tested a man’s character as well as his brain power and skill of hand.
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Chris was posted to No 74 (Tiger) Squadron at Leuchars in Scotland, one of the most illustrious squadrons in the
RAF. Home of famous pilots from past wars such as Mick Mannock and Sailor Malan, its history and traditions found
expression with its fierce tiger’s head emblem and its wonderful motto “I Fear No Man”. All this somehow fitted
with Chris’s bold personality. Chris himself has said that given a less than happy childhood, 74 Squadron was the first
really happy family he had known. He joined at a good time. The squadron was well led by an inspirational boss, it
was operationally effective and it had a spirited and vital social life full of booze, banter and good fellowship. They
knew how to party without crossing the line into misconduct. If ever a man was made for this life of exciting flying
and off duty high jinks and sociability, it was the young bachelor Chris Mullan.

Chris appears often in the scrap books!

An interesting insight into Chris from that period comes from the wife of one of his fellow pilots, Ian McBride. Leslie
McBride says “Chris wasn’t just Ian’s friend – he was a friend of mine”. This tells us a lot. Chris wasn’t only a man’s
man (although he certainly was) but was kind, thoughtful and gentlemanly. He was a friend to everyone. Irene
Coville, wife of a fellow pilot on a later squadron, reinforces this view. "Chris", she says, "was the only one of all the
bachelors on the squadron who brought flowers to supper and sent a thank you note afterwards."
The years on 74 were so happy for Chris that he became the moving spirit behind the annual reunions of the
“Tengah Tigers”, an age defying event that goes on to this day.
There was a more serious side to this period of Chris’ life. He met Diane while at Leuchars and they went out
together. But in 1967 the squadron was deployed permanently to RAF Tengah in Singapore. He and Diane kept in
touch and on his return in 1968 Chris proposed, but Diane was not ready to commit so they went their separate
ways. They met again by chance at Gatwick in 1981 and this time made no mistakes. The happy result was marriage
– and the birth of their son, Kit.
However, back to 1968 when Chris was sent to the Central Flying School to
do the course to become a Qualified Flying Instructor. This was not the most
inspired move by the RAF which is usually pretty good at putting round pegs
in round holes. Chris did not think well of the standards of flying that CFS
deemed acceptable and was typically outspoken in expressing his views. The
outcome was that he was sent back to fly Lightnings which was a much better
use of his talents. He was sent to No 5 Squadron to be part of the team that
won the prestigious AFCENT Trophy. He played an important role in the
work up, acting as “Judge and Mentor”.
Chris, facing the camera, chatting up the ‘Staish’, Arthur Strudwick, at
Leuchars while Boss Ken Goodwin, with his back turned, ignores them both.....

The hectic social life so typical of fighter squadrons in those days continued. Chris organized a Toga Party to be
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given by the bachelors to thank the long suffering wives who had given them traditional eggy bakes on many Friday
nights/Saturday mornings. Unfortunately he spent too many hours in the bar in the time leading up to the party and
forgot to obtain a toga. About an hour in to the party someone noticed that there was something familiar about his
toga – it was the counterpane from his bed in the Mess.
Next Chris was sent on the prestigious Interceptor Weapons Instructors Course and then posted to 19 Squadron in
Germany where the operational role was conducted over land and at low level.
In 1973 Chris left the RAF. His had been a somewhat turbulent career, distinction in some aspects being offset at
other times by a seemingly incorrigible habit of arguing with his boss. Chris once said to me rather wistfully that he
knew he had a reputation for being a rebel and a risk taker but that actually he was pretty sensible and responsible.
His life bears that out.
He went, as did many others at that time and afterwards, to become a contract pilot with British Aerospace who
had just started operating Lightnings out of Dhahran for the Royal Saudi Air Force. He did that for 4 years before
coming home to become an airline pilot. Thus ended his long association with an outstanding and very demanding
aircraft. This may be a bit fanciful, but I sometimes wonder whether the reason Chris fitted the aircraft so well lay in
the match between its uncompromising design philosophy, which sacrificed every other consideration to
performance, and Chris’ own uncompromising approach to life.
In 1977 Chris started work for Dan Air, a relationship that lasted for 16 years until the Company went into
receivership. Here we see a mature Chris in a settled job and, following his marriage to Diane, working for his wife
and son. Airlines work on seniority, so the end of Dan Air saw the end of all his accumulated investment in his
career within the company. From then on he became a contract pilot and flew for numerous airlines and worked in
some interesting places, such as Bhutan and, ultimately, the Seychelles. He finished there in 2002 when he reached
the normal retiring age for airline pilots of 60. The retirement years were happy for Chris and Diane and filled with
visits to their lovely home in New Zealand, golf, swimming, skiing and time on the computer (on which Chris was
expert) and a lively social life.
Chris died as bravely as he had lived, keeping his illness secret from all except those closest to him. That was his
wish, to keep on being himself for as long as he could. I last spent some time with him at the Lightning pilots’
reunion. I can picture him now, sitting in a typical pose at the bar, pint in hand, smiling, friendly, looking at me with
those bright, intelligent eyes, evaluating and weighing my words, poised for the joy of challenging any loose
statement. I had no idea he was so ill. I now know that he knew what he was facing.
That is the story of Chris’ life, in brief. But what was it
about him that made him so lovable a person to so many
people? It goes well beyond the fact that he was
sociable, outgoing, warm, friendly, kind and thoughtful
and possessed of a generous spirit, although those are all
factors that drew people to him and made him so very
likeable. Nor was it just that he was highly intelligent,
quick witted, well-informed, technically savvy, and
cultured. He was an accomplished man and that, too,
made him very interesting company.
Left. Chris just behind and smiling at our Tiger.

There was yet more to Chris, even than all that. What
made him so special, the source of his personal
magnetism was, I think, that there was something
indomitable about Chris. His unyielding integrity coupled
with the courage to speak out against authority never
left him. At a personal level I always felt on my mettle to
respond to his questioning intelligence. The challenge
was to live up to his expectations and, in particular, to
match his honesty, as he would unerringly seize upon
any loose statement or pretentiousness. Being with him
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was enormously stimulating.
But he was not just argumentative in the safe company of his friends when debates were just for fun. Chris was
braver than that. His pursuit of truth and his desire to improve things (and, frankly, his love of a good argument) led
him time and again to challenge authority. Chris was no diplomat, nor even a pragmatist. He was always himself – full
on. His disinclination to trim his sails to the prevailing wind was not always to his advantage but he set a fine example
of courage and integrity to us all. This mixture of great strength and self-inflicted vulnerability was, for me, what
made him lovable. Above all, Chris was one of the most vital men I have ever known. The life force in him burnt so
strongly and brightly that it is hard to accept that it is now extinguished. It never will be in my mind."
Fred Waters
Farewell too to Fred Waters who died on 19th April, aged 94. Fred was a long serving member of the
Association whose enduring legacy is the collection of photographs of 74 in the desert in the 1940s, copies of
which we have in the archive and a few of which are reproduced below. Fred served with the squadron from
January 1939 until August 1943. He leaves a wife Patricia and sons James and Robin.
Clockwise from left. 74
Squadron Spitfires in the
Western
Desert,
one
damaged: 74's Hurricanes at
Meherebad: a convoy to
Shaibah being buzzed by a
Hurricane: and captured
German aircraft at El Daba:

Geoffrey Ratcliffe passed away on May 25th (?) aged 92. Unusually he
served twice with the Tigers during the war, first joining them in January
1942 in Northern Ireland before moving on to 126 Squadron who were flying
Spitfires during the Malta campaign, then returning to 74 in May 1944 and
staying until 1946. During the latter part of this posting he was involved in
the squadron's change from Spitfires to Meteors. Serving six years in total
in the RAF, Geoff held the rank of AC1 Fitter 2A.
Geoff's son Glenn arranged a splendid goodbye to him. He writes: "we gave
dad the most amazing send off. I thought I would call RAF Wittering not far
from where we live. They were most helpful and on the day of the funeral we
had an honour guard made up of four members of the Engineering Section
and the Squadron Commander so there was a Group Captain, a Squadron
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Leader, a Flight Sergeant and two SACs. I then thought 'in for a penny in for a pound' as the BBMF is based
just up the road and I asked whether there might be a training flight happening on the day about that time. I
was told that it was unlikely - however they would see and I was delighted when Sqn Ldr Andy Millican called to
say that he would be flying a Spitfire down to Runnymede that very day and that as the pub at Ufford where
we were holding dad's wake was on his direct route back to Coningsby he would make a low pass. Sqn Ldr
Millican certainly pulled out the stops: he circled the pub with three low passes and waggled the wings on
departure. Dad would have loved it and it was a very fitting end to his long life."
Arthur Westerhoff
Arthur Westerhoff died on July 14th aged 94. He served as an
armourer with the Tigers from June 1940 until late 1941 at
Hornchurch, Kirton-in-Lindsey, Coltishall, Biggin Hill, Manston and
Gravesend. He was demobbed in 1946 but then re-enlisted in 1961 as
an Aerospace Systems Operator, finally retiring in 1976.
Of his time with 74, Arthur wrote as follows when he joined the
Association: "I joined 74 Squadron at RAF Hornchurch in early
June 1940 when it had been busy with intruders over London and on
escort duties over the Channel and that had been good training for
what was about to happen. There had been plenty of activity and it
was gradually increasing until the squadron was in the thick of it. We
did not know it then but this was the start of the Battle of Britain. I
was an armourer and a member of the ground staff but I feel a
sense of pride that I was a member of the team and of course a
member of 74 Tiger Squadron commanded by the great Sailor Malan (who we knew as Maxi). A few weeks later
when things had quietened down the squadron moved up to RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey in Lincolnshire for a well
earned rest. We flew up in a Bombay transport aircraft so that we could be there before the squadron arrived.
It was an experience as the Bombay was canvas covered and much different to the aeroplanes of today. We
then moved down to Coltishall in Norfolk just outside Norwich. There we met up with Douglas Bader's 242
Squadron flying Hurricanes. We had a quiet time at Coltishall compared with 242 who flew to Duxford each day
and bagged a lot of enemy aircraft down there, flying back to Coltishall each evening. We were pretty peeved
seeing them do their victory rolls over Coltishall and we were glad to move down to Biggin Hill. Biggin was a
dawn to dusk operation with plenty of action from us and the Germans. The station was attacked almost every
day at breakfast and lunchtime - known as nuisance raids - but one day a disaster occurred when a bomb hit a
shelter holding about 40 WAAFs and they were all killed. We were operational at Manston nearer to the coast
as well for quite a few months and then moved on to Gravesend where I left the Tigers.
I always have special thoughts for P/O Chesters, P/O Stephen and F/O Mungo Park from those days as they
were the ones I mostly worked with. I helped to re-arm their aircraft on many occasions when they returned
from combat. During those brief moments we were all too busy for conversation and the Intelligence Officer
would probably be there to de-brief them anyway. Mungo Park in particular would sometimes visit the ground
crew and I remember him coming over in a small sports car with another officer although I can't remember
whether he was driving or the passenger. He gave us Players cigarettes and the rigger filled the car up with 100
octane fuel! We all admired him so much. He was outgoing, strong, friendly and a brilliant and brave fighter
pilot. After Malan he was Number 2 alongside Stephen and Freeborn. When he was shot down we as ground
crew had no information and operations just carried on as normal. We missed him."

RAF Museum Hendon.
There is an excellent new First World War in the Air exhibition at Hendon and amongst the many items on
display is Mick Mannock's diary. Furthermore throughout September visitors had the opportunity of sitting in a
Spitfire cockpit as part of their Spitfire Experience project. Tickets for this sold out quickly but there will be
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further opportunities later in the year. The aircraft involved was ostensibly a 74 Squadron aircraft - actually it
is Spitfire LFXVIe RW393 repainted in 74's markings. It may not be an original but it's the next best thing!
Thanks to Tony Clay for the photograph.

Gauntlets at Hornchurch
Thanks to Ian Simpson for this
rare view of 74 Squadron
Gauntlets at an unknown location.
The Tigers flew Gauntlets for
two years, from March 1937
until February 1939 when they
took their first Spitfire Is on
charge. Gauntlets are significant
for two reasons - 74 was the last
squadron to be issued with the
type: and it was the first on
which 74 showed the newly
devised black and yellow asymmetric dicing on the fuselage sides and the Squadron's badge depicting a tiger's
head on the fin.

Charlie Carruthers. Charlie, who has just become an associate member, will no doubt be remembered by
many of those who served at Leuchars and Tengah. Whilst not a member of 74 he worked alongside the
squadron for five years as a telegraphist in the Comms Centre and also as a piper with the RAF Seletar Pipe
Band playing at squadron functions and weddings. The photograph on the next page shows him playing at the
wedding of Brian Boyle (anybody remember him?) at Tengah Roman Catholic church on 10th January 1970.
Amongst other photos that Charlie has provided are two of Lightning F.6s in a deserted Tengah hangar. Charlie
explains: 'I was coming off watch one night and on the way to my billet I took these . The ground crew must
have gone off for tea or something as the hangar was completely empty apart from the aircraft.' The photo of
the Lightning taxiing in was given to Charlie by the station photographer who was in his billet and shows what he
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believes is one of the first Lightnings to arrive at Tengah after the long deployment from Leuchars. If we can
persuade Charlie to join us at Stratford he can tell us stories about his piping days including being the lone
piper on Edinburgh Castle during the 1967 Edinburgh tattoo in gusty conditions, shackled by the ankles in case
he was blown over the wall!

Charlie's photos - piping,
in the hangar and first
arrival at Tengah with the
74 Squadron line (below).
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Operation Dynamo Commemoration
On May 25th the 75th Anniversary of
Operation Dynamo was commemorated at
De Panne in Belgium (left) at which
Association member Johny Recour, who
lives nearby, attended the event. He made
the following address, highlighting a fact
which is often overlooked. Flying Officer
Al Deere was seconded to No 74 Squadron
for a couple of weeks in early 1938. He
became great friends with Sailor Malan.
Johny takes up the story in the text of his
presentation at De Panne.

"Today we remember the servicemen of the
Army and the Navy and specially all the
airmen who did their utmost to protect the
troops on the ground, in the dunes and on the beaches, and the ships waiting to take them back home to England,"
he said. "We therefore honour in particular a pilot who epitomises these efforts, Flying Officer Alan Christopher
Deere, who would later in his career become aide-de –camp to Queen Elizabeth and was promoted to Air
Commodore.
Born and raised in New Zealand he decided to become a pilot at the age of 8 but he had to wait until he was 18 for
his mother to sign the papers for entry into the Royal Air Force. After passing selection in New Zealand in 1937 he
sailed to Britain at the age of 20 to start flying training. A year later Alan Deere was promoted to Flying Officer and
was posted to No. 54 Squadron at RAF Hornchurch. A Canadian fellow pilot called him Al instead of Alan and this
shortening of his name stuck throughout his service career.
When he got to Hornchurch he found that 54 Squadron was on leave for a
fortnight and therefore he was temporarily attached to 74 Squadron where
South African Adolph Gysbert Malan became his temporary commanding
officer. Gradually both men appreciated each other more and more and
ended up later very firm friends.
At Hornchurch it was the usual pre war routine of an RAF airfield with for
both 54 and 74 Squadrons the conversion from biplane Gauntlets to the
Spitfire the sole highlight. In September 1939 war was declared and then
began a period of long hours of readiness, pointless scrambles and fruitless
convoy patrols. But the waiting for action and repeated training proved to be
invaluable when the real fighting began, and once it happened Deere quickly
established a reputation. His appetite for danger became legendary as well as
his hunger for solid protein! Always the first to the breakfast table in
Hornchurch mess and ready to wolf the fried eggs of any pilot feeling offcolour.
And
when
his
personal
ebullient
battle
cry
‘CHRISTALLBLOODYMIGHTY’ resounded around the airfield or in the
headphones everybody knew hell was going to break loose.

Al Deere

On May 28th 1940 he was woken up at 3.30 in the morning and an hour later he and 54 Squadron set course for a
patrol over Dunkirk. Little did he know that he would return but not his faithful Spitfire that, as a true New
Zealander, he had named KIWI 1. Once past Calais and Gravelines the squadron became involved in aerial combat
with the Luftwaffe. Al Deere gave chase to a Dornier Do17 and though he had shot the plane’s port engine into
flames the rear gunner of the light bomber continued firing back, finally hitting the engine of Al Deere’s Spitfire. Very
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soon he was enveloped by thick white smoke which made him decide to make a belly landing on the nearest beach
and that is how he brought his aircraft down on the beach of De Panne (almost opposite where the commemoration
was taking place). During this manoeuvre he struck his forehead and lost consciousness. After he came round,
though with a severe head injury, he crawled out of the burning wreck.
It was his first crash landing and three others would follow all within ten weeks with still more to come later in his
career. No wonder he later called his autobiography ‘Nine Lives’. This and all future events throughout the war
would make Deere famous for his endurance and perseverance. But here he was now at De Panne, merely two hours
after he got out of bed, finding himself sitting in drizzling rain at 5.30am on the sand of a war shaken seaside resort
across the Channel. That is when all of a sudden he heard a French speaking soldier ask if he was English. The lad
took him along to a house where a Belgian girl (unfortunately unknown to this day) skilfully dressed his wound
where he washed and cleaned up a bit. Then the Belgians present suggested he head for Ostend.
He started on foot and after several miles got caught in refugee traffic coming in the opposite direction towards
Dunkirk because the Germans were already entering Ostend. 'Go with the flow' they say and that is what he did. He
jumped on a civilian bus for a free ride till a traffic jam halted the coach. There his determination to get back to base
at Hornchurch made him borrow a bicycle which took him to a small town across the French border. It is there he
found two soldiers and an RASC Corporal with a truck. They told him he could ride with them to Dunkirk. Upon
arrival on the outskirts of Dunkirk they had to abandon the lorry and continue on foot in the direction of the port.
Since everybody was hoping to get on a ship as soon as possible it was not simple to secure a passage as an
individual, not even for a pilot. It was many hours before a destroyer appeared and docked beside the mole. At his
first attempt to board the ship he was obstructed by an Army major causing such a delay that it sailed without him.
But with his usual perseverance and his will to get back to base by all means he had a second try at boarding the next
destroyer and this time with success. Sailing out of the port of Dunkirk was a bit of a hazard with German planes
harassing the harbour and strafing the ships. But once on the open sea it was an uneventful journey and three hours
later the white cliffs of Dover were in sight. Disembarkation took some time but once ashore Al Deere immediately
made it for the railway station in order to catch the first train to London. There he took the tube to the nearest
station to Hornchurch and at 11.15pm the very same day Flying Officer Deere walked into the Officers’ Mess which
he had left just 19 hours previously. In the meantime 54 Squadron had moved from Hornchurch to Catterick and in
the afternoon of the next day, May 29th, Deere flew one of the two remaining Spitfires there and joined up with his
unit.
Al Deere retired from the RAF in 1967. "

Johny Recour at De Panne (above) watching the presentation to
Al Deere's son John of a metal remembrance plate of a
reproduction of the cover picture of ‘Nine Lives,’ Alan Deere’s
memoirs (right).
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The RAF Heraldry Trust
The rules regarding the granting of RAF unit badges, standards and battle honours are complex.
Charles Ross has been the chairman of the Royal Air Force Heraldry Trust since its establishment in
May 1996 and explains the basic principles for us. Charles is also Chairman of the Lightning
Association and editor of its magazine the 'Lightning Review'. He is also the owner of ex-74
Squadron Lightning F.6 XR725 which is preserved at his house in Binbrook.
The RAF Heraldry Trust is building up what will become the definitive reference collection of the heraldic
history of the RAF. It is intended to paint every badge granted to a unit of the Royal Air Force or the
Commonwealth Air Forces because, unknown to most people, these badges have never been fully described or
recorded. To date approximately 600 badges have been completed.
The Trust is often asked how badges came about. By the time the Royal Air Force was formed from the RFC
and the RNAS on April 1st 1918 it had for some time been common practice for aircrew to paint unofficial
emblems on their aircraft, a custom which peaked during World War One. The historical value of these
emblems was soon recognised to be equally as important as those which had been assigned to units of the Royal
Navy and the British Army and a decision was made to allow these designs to become official. In 1935 the post
of Inspector of RAF Badges at the College of Arms was created. The Inspector was responsible for advising
the Air Council on matters concerning the design and issue of the Badges. The first officer to hold this post
was Sir John Heaton-Armstrong MVO, Chester Herald of Arms Extraordinary, who designed the basic frame of
the badge within which all devices have subsequently been placed. A badge appropriate to the unit would be
designed and approved by the unit commander, then a description and illustration of how the unit would like it
to appear would be sent to the Inspector. After he had confirmed that it was appropriate and conformed with
heraldic rules the RAF would then commission the College of Arms to paint the definitive version and this
painting was then signed by the sovereign. In May 1936 the first seven badges to be awarded were signed by
King Edward VIII.
As might be imagined the granting of badges is governed by strict rules, some laid down by the College of Arms
and some by the RAF itself. Within the RAF the rules were originally devised by the Air Council, now the Air
Force Board. Prior to 1950, in order to qualify for the award of a badge the only rule was that the unit had to
submit and have approved a design for its badge before the unit was disbanded. There was a financial
consideration in this rule for the first RAF badges were not paid for out of RAF funds but from the funds of
the unit. It was eventually pointed out that the Royal Navy had all its badges funded by the Navy and from then
on the RAF paid for the costs involved in the granting of a badge. Naturally the RAF was not keen to become
involved in the retrospective funding of badges for disbanded units so the rule has always been applied
rigorously. However, the sheer volume of work coupled with the chaotic changes in the armed forces at the end
of World War Two meant that the king did not sign many wartime applications until 1946 or 1947, well after
some of the units had disbanded. This resulted in a few cases where a unit may have been awarded a badge
seemingly after its disbandment because as long as the application had been made and approved before the
disbandment it was treated as though the unit had continued to exist.
When the first badges were awarded in 1936 there was no rule about the amount of time a unit had been in
existence before it could apply for a badge and this applied throughout World War Two. After 1950 a rule was
introduced which specified that the unit must have existed for at least two years, which was increased to five
years after the Duncan Sandy's Review of Services in the mid-1950s. A further rule introduced at the same
time was that the unit should have a strength of at least 150 personnel.
Rules also apply to standards and battle honours which may be awarded to units of the RAF, RAuxAF, RAF
Regiments and RNAS on certain qualifications. Standards can be awarded after 25 years of service with an
additional life expectancy of at least five years. However, at the discretion of the sovereign, a standard may be
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When 74 Squadron returned from Malta in 1936 and reformed at Hornchurch they were visited by
former squadron members. Such a visitor was Ira 'Taffy' Jones and on one evening in January 1937 he
arrived with four old World War One Tigers - Carlin, Hunt, Clements and Giles. Taffy produced a
drawing of the unofficial squadron crest 74 had used on the Western Front - a tiger's head and the
inspired motto 'I Fear No Man.' The squadron CO at the time, D S Brookes, had been considering the
adoption of an official crest and he took the drawing to the Inspector of RAF Badges. The final design
was completed in a matter of weeks and the king had approved it by the end of February 1937. Above is
the badge in its 1937 form with the king’s crown and the unit designation ‘Fighter Squadron’ in the
circlet. Also shown is the RAF Heraldry Trust's depiction of the badge with the squadron's battle
honours.
awarded before the time requirement has been achieved in appreciation of significant action in a theatre of
war.
The silk embroidered border of RAF standards is composed of the national emblems of the four home
countries, the thistle, rose, shamrock and leek, although interestingly some early standards did not include the
leek in the border. The question of battle honours is also inevitably more complicated than might first be
thought. The first thing to make clear is that even if a unit is entitled to a battle honour it is not awarded until
the unit has satisfied the requirements for the award of a standard. Only then can the unit apply for the award
of battle honours which are presented by the Air Ministry/MOD after scrutiny of the unit's records. Once
awarded, battle honours are divided into those with the right of emblazonment, that is with the right to be
displayed on the standard, and those with the right of entitlement but without the right of emblazonment. For
right of emblazonment the unit had to be involved in direct confrontation with the enemy, demonstrating
gallantry and spirit under fire. Right of entitlement only was awarded when the unit took part in a campaign but
not under direct fire. However that is not the end of the story. Even when a standard had been awarded,
squadrons were only allowed to show a maximum of eight honours on the standard even if they were entitled to
more. A commander would have to indicate which eight of the squadron's honours were to be displayed and
would have the unenviable task of having to decide which to leave out.
But why may an Army regiment display 20 to 30 battle honours on their standard but an RAF unit may only have
eight? The reason is simple - the standards of the RAF are smaller than the Army's and it was thought that it
would be an aesthetic disaster to crowd them with too many honours. Recently however the rule restricting the
standard to eight honours has changed. When airmen returned from the Gulf War they were disappointed in
some cases to be told that the conflict honour could not be displayed on the standard as it already had the full
complement of eight. At the same time it was realised that memories of those conflicts which were not marked
on the standard were slowly slipping out of general knowledge of the unit history. In consequence the number of
honours which may now be displayed has risen to 15.
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Richmond Mayson
Will Chabun of the Saskatchewan chapter of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society (www.cahs.ca) has been
researching the aviation history of the Canadian province of Saskatchewan and has found in the provincial
archives a file on the life of Richmond Mayson (below left), an early aviation entrepreneur in Canada. Among the
items in his file is a fifteen page typed account of what he describes as his time with 74 Squadron as a pilot
late in the First World War. References in the narrative suggests he joined the squadron around September of
1918.
Mayson emigrated from the UK to Canada at some point in the 1920s and
worked in insurance in the city of Saskatoon. When an aero club there was
created in the late 1920s he was an early and enthusiastic member, serving
as a flying instructor. At some point in the early 1930s he and a friend,
Angus Campbell, set up a small flying service called M&C Aviation. It did
barnstorming, sightseeing and charter flying. Then around 1934 Mayson
and Campbell realised that mining exploration businesses had a need for air
transportation into the Canadian north, so they moved their firm northeast
to the small city of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, from which they began
flying charter and, later, scheduled flights. Their firm did well and during
the Second World War operated a subsidiary that overhauled training
aircraft used by the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan, the Canadian
branch of the Empire Air Training Scheme.
Campbell died of natural causes during the Second World War but
Richmond Mayson retained ownership of their company until 1947 when he
agreed to sell it to the provincial government of Saskatchewan which
wanted to merge M&C Aviation with its own small fleet of aircraft in order
to develop the remote and sparsely populated northern half of the province. Saskatchewan Government
Airways, as the new corporation was called, lasted until 1966 when it was privatised and renamed Norcanair
under a pair of private owners and eventually operated aircraft as large as the Fokker F-28 and Convair 580. It
also had a Bristol Freighter for cargo work and four or five PBY-5As for firefighting. The company survived
many adventures and around 1987 was acquired by Time Air, a subsidiary of Pacific Western Airlines.
Will has transcribed Raymond's memoir of flying during the First World War and it's a fascinating read
all the way through as you will see. It has been edited to reflect modern spelling and grammatical

practices.
On my arrival at 74 Squadron in 1918 I was met by the adjutant who introduced me to the CO, Major Caldwell. Then
I had to go through the introduction of about fifteen pilots of the squadron. To my great joy I found two who were at
one of the same aerodromes in England as myself so I was sure of being with friends. The reception they gave me
was really very good. I began to feel rather embarrassed and wondered if I was some crack pilot or a new
commander-in-chief. All the introductions over, I joined with them in dinner. When this was over we all trouped into
the anteroom where I was initiated into the intricacies of a social evening, which was really a musical evening and
much the same as we had every evening. It was the only way to keep one’s spirits up after a hard day’s fighting in
the air. Anyone wishing to be rude might say it sounded like a house of hooligans or sound as though the war was
over. But really it was not so. Our pianist would sit down before the piano or be forced there very quickly by half a
dozen big and honourable men of the Royal Air Force (thank you for the compliment). Then would begin a most
wonderful assortment of song, starting off with 'There’s an Old-Fashioned House' and going on to 'Me and My Gal',
then 'Dixie' and back again to sentimental songs like 'Perfect Day'. Everyone would stand around singing or shouting
at the top of their voices, trying to make more row than the next one. At first I did think they were a bit mad but
soon I joined in, trying to make as much noise as any. I think I think I succeed too. Sometimes two or three would get
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sticks and a tin can. Then there was a noise of the rowdiest kind. Every now and
again one wishing to imitate a drum would give a hard kick against the piano or
wooden wall and all but send his feet through it. This would go on for a while then
they would drop out, one by one, some going to bed, others to read for a while
before retiring, then someone might put a record – of which we had a good selection
– on the gramophone.
Major Keith Caldwell OC 74 Squadron when Raymond Mayson arrived.

I was then told some more hair raising stories of wonderful fights some pilots of the
squadron had had. They were told with more or less exaggeration, so I had to use my
own discretion in believing them. Some things I was told were without a doubt quite
true and showed that 74 Squadron did hold a good record and had some very
remarkable achievements to its credit. It had got as many as 50 Huns down without a
single casualty. It had three very magnificent pilots on its strength, men of whom you
will all have read about in the daily papers. Major Mannock was one of the flight
leaders and had got over 80 Hun machines down before he was shot down himself in
flames, most unluckily by a shot from some infantrymen on the ground. He had
fought in well over a hundred fights. He had always said that no Hun pilot could shoot him down but that he would
be shot down from the ground and so he was. He gained many honours and awards before meeting his end. Another
pilot, Captain Jones, shot down about 40 Huns. He also was the recipient of many honours and awards. The third
pilot is Captain Carlin. You perhaps have read in the papers a few weeks ago of a one-legged airman being awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross. This was he. He had a wonderful nerve. Though he had a wooden leg and was rather
handicapped in piloting his machine he proved too good for many a Hun whom he shot down. Finally he was shot
down himself only the night before I arrived at the squadron. In fact I had been sent to replace him. Later we heard
he was a prisoner of war and well. Our major was a wonderful pilot too and had many Huns to his credit. He held the
MC and DFC and later received a bar to his DFC.
There were many days on which we could not fly, perhaps on account of rain or, again, the winds might be too
strong, so strong as to prevent us from going up. The clouds, being very low or a thick mist, were also our enemies
preventing us flying. On these days, there being nothing to do, we might eat and sleep, but some energetic person
would suggest a game of football. The officers play the men one day and the next day the men play the officers.
Owing to my game leg I only tried to play once. Again, we have the option of getting a party together and going to
see sights of war as seen from the ground. Others may go into the nearest town, probably for their monthly bath,
whether they needed it or not, or perhaps for a haircut. Some lazy person might prefer to go to his bed and sleep.
Though we have lots of time to ourselves we did not let it hang heavily on us.

Left to right
Sidney Carlin,
Mick Mannock
and Ira Jones,
three of 74's
pilots named in
Mayson's text

The little pups we had were always a source of merriment to us. Put them on the floor together and they would be
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sure to start fighting, only in a playful mood. We would watch them, every moment shouting out advice of which
they took no notice. One was a very artful little puppy: he would lay down as though dead then when the other was
not looking up he would jump and spring on his opponent. Every little incident like this was good for us. It helped to
divert our minds from our work, which was both trying and dangerous.
Should a pilot be lucky and manage to live through his many flights for six months he is sent home to do light duty. In
almost every case by six months they are fully run down and are nothing but a bundle of nerves which they show in
many ways. Captain Jones, whom I mentioned, was sent home after six months: he used to walk about the
aerodrome in his sleep chasing imaginary Huns. Though our work is hard at times we get our days of relaxation that
I’ve told you of. These are always looked forward to.
Getting up in the morning, the first thing to do is to go and look at the sky to see what the weather is like. Should it
prove such as to prevent flying, we remark with a jubilant air, 'What a lovely day! What perfect weather!' Should it,
however, be a fine day with a clear sky, then we jokingly remark, 'What an awful day, never seen such awful
weather.'
One fine day the CO suggested he would go with myself and another new pilot and show us the line, or roughly give
us an idea of where it was. The CO was leading the way in his machine with red streamers flying and we two were to
follow him, flying about 30 yards behind, each a little to one side of him. Before starting out we were shown on a
map a number of prominent objects that we were to notice. The CO would point to each in turn as we passed over
them. We started from La Lovie, about 2 miles north of Poperinge , an aerodrome we occupied only two days ago to
be nearer the line. We first flew over Poperinge, a place where there was very little movement, its four churches
showing up amongst all the other wreckage like haunted buildings. From here we flew east to Ypres, keeping about
2,000 feet high and just on our side of the line. Ypres is a city of awful devastation. Its buildings are wrecked without
exception, its streets are torn up, railways torn up and everything that can be destroyed has met that fate. The white
bricks of the city can be seen for miles in all directions and is a good landmark for airmen. A most wonderful view is
given to anyone having the privilege of flying above this town. What makes it look more ghastly is the ground for
miles in all directions being covered by millions of shell holes. The earth is terribly torn, hills blown away leaving
huge craters, every tree splintered and not a bit of green grass to relieve the monotony of miles of turned-up soil.
This trip is especially interesting because tomorrow the first of the big pushes under the King of the Belgians is to
take place. These attacks eventually will turn the Germans right away from Belgium. I take particular notice of the
ground the infantry will have to advance over. It will be terribly hard for them: no tanks are to be used because it is
impossible for them to advance over such ground. Every one of the millions of holes is filled with water. Many poor
fellows down there will meet their death tomorrow in trying to get across that ground. These are my thoughts as we
head over Ypres and turn north to Houlthurst Forest. A few miles away we notice the flooded area of Belgium
covering many square miles of country. It has been a great help for the Belgians in the defence of the last little strip
of country, that little corner of Belgium, that they have held onto for four years of war. We turn here and fly back
over Ypres, passing Zillebeck Lake on our left and Dickebush Lake on our right, landmarks that have proved of great
assistance to airmen in finding their way about this part of the country. Continuing our flight south we pass by
Mount Kemmel, a place of very much hard fighting. Messines Ridge is on our left as we continue farther south.
Passing over these places brings back memories of 1915. The ground I am flying over is well known to me. I can pick
out many places I think of now and then. Never did I think at that time as I saw them that three years later I would
be doing the same. Many buildings that I had known three years ago and which were all right are now nothing but a
bundle of wrecked wood and bricks. Turning west we fly to the Nieppe Forest, another favourable landmark of the
airmen. Then towards Bailluel we point our machines and as we fly over it I think again of 1915 when it was full of
civilians, shops open and doing good business, many happy homes and not much to worry about. But now it is the
worst wrecked city I’ve seen after Ypres. This is war, nothing but kill and destroy. Bailluel is the last of our objects to
notice so back we go to Poperinge and on to La Lovie aerodrome. As we land some mechanics run out and guide our
machines in. 'Have we seen any Huns?' they ask. No! We’ve just been having a look at the horrors caused by war.
About 3 o’clock on Saturday morning the 28th September 1918, I was awakened by a terrific din. I jumped out of
bed, went outside and saw a wonderful spectacle. The big battle had begun and for miles in all directions the sky was
lit up by flashes from thousands of guns, both large and small. The sky was also lighted up by red rockets sent up by
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the Germans, a signal for help. At 5:30 a.m. the boys are to go over the top, but just before they do the rain
commences to come down in torrents. What a pity it should start just then. I learnt afterwards that the rain did not
stop our infantry in any way whatever for they advanced eight miles in places before that day was finished. There
was a great concentration of our aeroplanes in the morning. They did great havoc amongst the retreating foe,
bombing and machine-gunning the enemy transports and infantrymen. The heavy rain caused us to lose a number of
our machines. Their propellers got broken beating against the rain so were forced to land in the German lines.
I went up in the evening on my first active patrol. Two others and myself went up to protect our balloons from any
enterprising Hun who wished to come over and force any of them down in flames. Every time I saw a machine I was
wishing it would be a Hun so that we might have a fight. Unfortunately the trip proved uneventful and we didn’t
meet any enemy aircraft.
The next day we did not go up until the evening as the weather was very bad. It cleared up a little after tea so up we
went on an offensive patrol taking two bombs each. However we were not up for long when a thick mist came over.
It became very difficult to see each other so the leader gave the disband signal and we all came home again.
A few days later we had a very busy time. It was fine and clear so the activity in the air became greater than it had
been for some time. I went on three patrols this day, just short of two hours each patrol, so by night I was very tired
indeed. My first two patrols were along the line. Our work was to fly low over our troops to prevent Hun aeroplanes
from machine gunning them. No Huns came over so we must have frightened them away by our presence. My third
patrol, which was in the evening, was much more interesting than the others. A dozen of us went in one formation
and carried two bombs each. We climbed steadily after leaving the aerodrome. We passed over Ypres and flew on
east till we came to Courtrai. By then we were about 12,000 feet high. Some trains were moving into the town as we
arrived so our leader flew over them and gave the signal to 'drop bombs!' Down went my hand to a small lever on
my right - a pull and down fell my 'two pills'. These 'pills' that we carry each weigh 25 pounds. They are not to be
taken with water, so we administer them to the Germans in the only way they can be digested. From each machine I
can see two bombs dropped and go down, down. I cannot watch where they fall as the leader has turned so we have
to pay our attention to the formation and keep our place. The Germans think we ought not to be allowed to come
and drop bombs and go away without returning the compliment in some form or another, so they immediately begin
with their anti-aircraft guns. This gun is nicknamed Archie. Archie is a fairly good shot at times but still we don’t pay
much attention to him. Of course we must not fly straight on or he will get us so the leader commences a number of
turns. We do likewise. All the time we must keep our place in the formation. This is my first reception by Archie. I
hear a 'wonk' above the roar of the engine. My heart almost leaps out of my mouth. I look to my instruments
thinking something has gone wrong with my engine. I also see visions of myself landing in Hunland and having to
spend the rest of my time during the war in a prisoners' camp. I look up and see a big puff of black smoke. I realise
then that it was only our friend Archie. Thank goodness I can have my dinner tonight at our own aerodrome and not
in Hunland. A few more wonks and puffs of black smoke appear round about. They do no damage. After flying for
about 2 hours, looking for Huns and dodging Archie, we turn our machines west and in a long glide we go home. I
feel quite pleased with myself having dropped
two bombs.
Nothing occurred of importance during the next
few days beyond moving back to our old
aerodrome at Clairmarais near St. Omer. The
French want this one. They can have it with
pleasure. It’s so small that every time we land we
almost run into the dyke on the other side.
Sometimes we have to take off quickly or run
into the dyke and smash the machine up,
perhaps ourselves too.
An SE5A of No 74 Squadron in action. From
a watercolour by Harvey Graver.
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My next thrill occurred on October 9th, though at the time it was actually happening I had no time to think of
anything but what I was doing. This was a fight with 5 Huns. By the way, this is my first fight and the first time I have
seen any Hun machines. Our patrol of three machines left the ground at 8:20 a.m. Captain Smith was leading and
following him was Lieutenant Bardgett and myself. Before leaving the ground we were told there were lots of Huns
flying along our front so prospects of a fight were good. We climbed steadily from leaving the aerodrome until we
were above the line about Roulers. By then we were about 10,000 feet up. Almost as soon as we arrived we noticed
another of our formations diving on five Fokker biplanes. They made an awful mess of it as their formation got split
up and the leader was shot down, but fortunately landed on our side of the line with nothing more than a severe
shaking up. Just as soon as our leader got into position he dived down with Lieut. Bardgett and myself following him.
Until one gets used to these fights and the sight of lots of other machines in the air they have difficulty in recognising
the EA (enemy aircraft) from our own. As we dived down all I could make out were lots of machines doing various
stunts around each other and machine gun bullets flying about. I saw Bardgett diving down but did not watch him. I
was too busy. This was the last seen of him. Most likely he dived too far and the Hun turned and dived on him in turn
and shot him down. He did not return and nothing has been seen or heard of him since. Diving down into the fight I
saw one of our machines on the tail of a Fokker. I got my sights on to this Fokker as I was above. I shot but missed.
Then I saw another Hun going down to get away. He was doing a sort of half spiral and half spin to the right. He then
flattened out. I did the same as he did and came to him head on. Can you imagine two machines, each travelling at
between 150 to 200 miles an hour and coming head on? And yet I never realised the danger of it. I don’t think he
knew I was in front of him until I began to fire and bullets began to hit his machine. He then seemed to go out of
control, or did so purposely to get away. By this time, which by the way had only been a few seconds, I was so very
close to him and he was just a little higher than I was that had I tried to zoom I should surely have crashed into him.
So I had to put my nose down and dive under him. Then I pulled up and looked around for him. He was nowhere to
be seen so I can’t say if I shot him down or not. I may have done so or he may have gone down out of control
purposely to get away. Looking about, all I could see out of the 15 machines of the flight were two of ours, myself,
and one lucky Hun. He tried to get behind me to shoot me down. I dived under our leader who chased the Hun away.
This Hun then dived east and went home as fast as he could. Often I wondered what I should feel like in my first
fight, but now it had come I really had not had time to think of being afraid or of anything else but shooting that Hun
in front of me down. After it was over, which had only been about three or four minutes, I felt thankful for being safe
and quite thrilled that I’d been in a fight. All during the fight I’d had two bombs under my machine. Had a bullet hit
one of these I guess that would be another chapter to write about. Not wishing to meet any more Huns while having
these bombs on I flew over Roulers, released the bombs and down they went.
Nothing further of importance happened until today, October 14th, when a great deal happened. Another big attack
took place in Flanders between Menin and Dixmude by the Belgians and the British 2nd Army. The southern part of
the front attacked was the part we have to patrol from Lille north to Tourcoing, then on to Menin and Roulers. We
began our patrols at 6:35 a.m. - we were to have three during the day - and the morning was very cold. One had
difficulty to keep warm on the ground, so what will it be like by the time we get to 17,000 feet? I wish I was on low
patrol today. Two other pilots and myself are to fly at 17,500 feet on this first patrol to hinder or prevent any Huns
diving on all our other machines who are flying about 5,000 feet below and which are going to drop bombs before
looking for guns. After reaching 15,000 feet I had great difficulty in keeping up with the other two owing to engine
trouble. I kept climbing, but slower than the other two. I had to keep looking upwards to keep them in sight. Soon,
looking up again, to my consternation I could not see them anywhere. (I learned later these two had dived away
after a Hun.) I began to turn right, first one way and then another, looking for them when to my surprise I saw two
Huns diving towards me at a great speed. Before I noticed them they had got within easy shooting distance. They got
behind me too, the worst possible place I could have them. Had I been about two seconds later in noticing them they
would have got nicely into position behind me, then with all their guns would have sent a long burst of bullets into
my back. I would not have known I was hit. It would have happened so quickly: you see, I came within two seconds
of meeting my end that time. I had to do something and do it very quickly. Almost before I had time to think I gave a
very quick turn and went down, engine full on, my speed well over 200 miles an hour. I should think about 250 was
more like the speed. Often I had planned what to do in a case like this, so I put my plan into execution. I dived down
and under our other machines that were below. At the same time as I was putting myself into safety I expected
these Huns to follow me. They did for a while but then left me. They must have realised my intentions. Had they
followed they would have come right in front of our machines below who could have concentrated about 20 guns on
them and easily shot them down, though it did not succeed this time. The same ruse succeeded later in the day
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when one Hun got shot down. I’d only just got into formation behind our other machines when I saw a Hun coming
down vertical from above. He was the one that my two friends up above had dived on. He might have been
wounded and fainted and come to later, or he may have done this to get away. However, he came down vertically
for about 7,000 feet and then flattened out and flew east to his home. This one had no sooner disappeared than 10
others appeared on the scene. A nice little scrap followed but only one fell to the credit of our major. I couldn’t even
get a shot in this time. A short while after, we returned to our aerodrome (below left).
Our second patrol was uneventful. I dropped four
bombs.
On our third patrol we again saw much fighting.
Again we carried four bombs each in our
formation. I was acting deputy leader. The leader
led the patrol with two on his right and a little
behind and two on his left, also a little behind,
making a sort of V upside down. I followed
directly behind the leader at the tail end of the
formation. While on our way over we got heavily
Archied. The gunners fired at the leader. By the time the shell got within the vicinity of where the leader had been
the formation had moved on and I arrived where the leader had been with the result I was in a very dangerous
quarter. 'Wonk ,wonk , wonk' - they were bursting all around. One finally exploding very near sent a piece of shell for
my top plane, breaking one of the control wires. Luckily I was all right while I had lots of speed, but just as soon as I
lost speed the controls dropped down. Had that piece of shell been less than 2 inches forward it would have broken
one of the main spars and the wing would have crumpled up. Then down I’d have gone. I kept on flying and when
the leader gave the signal I dropped my four bombs. No sooner had we dropped our bombs than 5 Huns appeared
above, but above them we had 6 more machines which the Huns had not seen. One Hun left his formation and flew
in front of us. He wanted us to dive after him thereby breaking up our formation so the Huns up above could single
out any machine and shoot him down. We did what they wanted us to do so that they themselves would break up
their formation and our 6 machines higher up could dive down and concentrate on them. We were taking an awful
risk doing this. I nearly came to grief myself but it was worth the risk. Always the machine above will shoot down the
one below before the lower one can get away providing he is a good shot. I followed our leader at about 200 miles
an hour and dived on the single Hun. He got shot down, then we zoomed up and I saw the other Huns coming down
on us. I saw one coming for me. I had to do a half roll and dive down, again carrying out my little stunt of putting
myself into safety and decoying the Hun. I went underneath one of our machines with this Hun after me. Our
machine turned and shot him down before he could realise what had happened. In the meantime our 6 machines
above were coming down to our aid. They shot one down, so out of those five only two got away. The little trap they
set for us was turned on themselves. Other Huns must have seen this scrap as 10 more appeared out of the sky.
After one of them was shot down they disappeared but nine more appeared on the scene just as our machines
began to make for home, the two hours being almost up, so our machines couldn’t stop to fight them. While we
were fighting the last 10 machines I chased one down almost to the ground, but he got away. While I was down
there the German infantry began to fire on me, but succeeded only in putting one bullet through the tail. I then flew
west to our lines as it was unsafe for me to climb to our machines which were about 8,000 feet higher up while over
the German lines.
During the day our squadron shot down 5 officially but three others shot down could not be confirmed. However, it
was a good day’s work. We had done between five and six hours of flying so by night we were dead tired, thoroughly
worn out and ready for bed. This work is very nerve-trying for the whole time you are up: your nerves are continually
on edge. Looking for Huns and trying to avoid being surprised and at the same time dodging Archie I can now
understand why an airman cannot last much more than 6 months out here.
One morning as we flew over the line just after a battle had begun, I looked down to see something of the war. The
scene I looked down at was very pretty. Along the whole front of attack, which was about 20 miles, I saw a huge
cloud of smoke, snowy white, as though it might have been a mist. It must have been two or three miles broad. This
had been put forward to cover the attack of our troops. Nothing on the ground was to be seen but, here and there,
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the tops of trees showing above the smoke like many little islands scattered over a lake. From both sides of the
smoke one could see flashes of flame from the hundreds of guns hurling destruction to many. Shells could be seen
exploding and a big black cloud would jump in the air. Though it was a pretty sight it must have been ghastly down
below. I was thankful I was not down amongst it.
One particular day I remember began very misty so we could not go up. Nothing could be seen a hundred yards
away. The mist was only about 30 feet high. However, in the afternoon it cleared up a bit. It went to a couple of
thousand feet and hung about in patches. Still it was not good enough for a flight of machines to go on patrol. One
or two might go and dodge around, so my flight commander came to me and suggested we should both go up and
do a line patrol, which means flying along the line, forward and backwards, to stop Huns from crossing our line.
Many a time I had to fly within about 15 yards of him to keep him in view. We could not see another machine of any
description anywhere, but after a while a big German captive balloon popped its nose above and so for a little while
we had some very interesting sport. We began to stalk it, intending to get right up without being seen, then dive on
it, fire a few rounds from our machine guns and see it go down in flames. Though we were not fortunate in getting
near enough to shoot it down we had some good fun stalking it. From one cloud to another we flew, going in a wide
circle and trying to keep the balloon in view but not to be seen ourselves. We had almost reached it when a thick
mist came over and nothing could be seen even 10 yards ahead. I turned and flew back and saw the other machine
had done the same. That balloon was lucky: the mist came in time to save it.
Another day three of us were doing a similar patrol and almost at the same spot we saw another balloon. We did not
go after it as we saw a Dolphin machine (that’s an English machine) trying the same ruse as we tried, stalking it. He
was more successful: he got right above the balloon in the clouds then dropped out like a stone, firing his gun as he
dropped. Down went the balloon in flames as reported in the next day’s paper: One enemy balloon shot down.
Do you ever realise what the word 'missing' means? We read in the papers each day of probably 6 or 8 officers
'missing'. A story could be written of every one of these cases. I’ll tell you briefly of what happened to some who
were missing from our squadron. Lt. Sanderson (a Canadian) I had trained with both at Stockbridge and Tangmere I
knew very well. I was very sad to see him go. Always he had hung back and not kept to the formation, falling
probably 100 yards behind the rest. This is just such a chance the Huns wait for. They fly above, mostly amongst the
clouds, then when anybody lags behind down they come on him. He is shot down before he realises what has
happened and they keep on diving, going east so we can’t catch them and won’t follow them. They go right back to a
Hun aerodrome miles back, then climb high and repeat the same performance in case another opportunity occurs.
So it was in Sanderson’s case. He lagged behind and then came the Huns behind him. He wouldn’t even know
anything had happened. He went down in a spin. The last seen of him it was said smoke was coming from his
machine, which meant in a minute or two it would burst into flames and he would go down amongst this flaming
mass. The one thing every airman, without exception, does fear is going down in flames.
My flight commander one day lost sight of me in a scrap. A machine went down in flames in front of him and he told
me after that it made him feel very ill for the moment seeing this ghastly sight because he thought it was me.
Another officer, Lt. Bond, was reported missing having failed to return from patrol. Four of us were to go up early
one morning. Owing to my machine not being in running order I could not go: the other three did and they ran into 9
Fokker biplanes. They saw the enemy aircraft attacking some of our bombing planes so down they went on them.
Three to nine was not very good but they managed to shoot two down. They dived on the Huns, shooting all the
while, then kept on diving and making for our lines. The Huns did not follow, neither did Bond. Instead of following
the leader, after shooting he zoomed up again. That’s just what the Huns had done too. The last seen of him he was
dodging about in the centre of a ring of Fokkers. It could not last long. He received a bullet in a vital place and went
down in a spin to the ground and crashed.
Every time we go out someone is detailed to dive down and fire on any enemy balloons seen. Lieut. Hagenbruck of
the American Air Force was detailed this particular day. He saw a balloon go down and he went in a steep dive. He
dived too far and went underneath the balloon. Some Germans with machine guns on the ground got their sights on
him as he passed under. He must have been hit. The last seen of him he was flying to our lines but he never reached
them.
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Going into the mess one night I was greeted with a shout of 'why, you are reported missing!' It appears that three of
us were to go on patrol that evening. Again, my machine not being in good order I did not go. The patrol leader and
the other one did. As they approached the line the one behind the leader left and went on his own. He did not get
back until long after the leader who reported him as not returning. He gave my name in as it was thought I was the
one that went up, so my name was sent in as 'missing '. He forgot until next day to cancel the report so you very
nearly received the king’s telegram saying how sorry he was that I was missing. We have to look on the bright side of
things every time, so when I found out no telegram had been sent through I thought it was a great joke.
An amusing incident occurred one day. On coming back from patrol one pilot jumped out of his machine and
shouted 'Oh! I’m wounded!' We could see where the bullet had passed through his sleeve, apparently through his
arm and out again through his sleeve. Very gently his sleeve was rolled up so that the wound might be dressed. But
when no wound could be found he said he had felt the bullet but it only just touched him, not causing any wound at
all. A big howl of laughter went out. That pilot tried to hide himself for a day or two until the incident was forgotten.

Eric Dickens
In Tiger News 63 we paid tribute to Eric who died in April 2014. His
son Lyndon has discovered some more photos of Eric's taken with a
Box Brownie when he was on 74 Squadron (as an SAC) together with
an old diary. The photo is of a squadron Meteor T7 in which Eric was
taken up as a passenger on a training flight (by a Fl Off Thrower)
during which the Meteor was a target for Sabres to attack. When
they had finished they flew out over the sea and did a few loops
which made Eric sick and according to the diary he blacked out at one
point too. That might have been the reason this was his only flight in
a Meteor!

Finally, mustn't forget a Phantom....

John Abell and Tony Fulford of Tiger Trail One onto the chocks at Wattisham as the first F4Js arrive.
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